A holistic perspective

Canvas is the inspired result of 50 years of Herman Miller research into work and work environments.
Canvas spans the range of workspaces from private offices to benching and linear planning, meeting the needs of individuals and groups.
Choice
Harmony
Connection

Choice: Of aesthetics, of elements, of places to work. Give talented people a reason to come to the office and work together.

Harmony: Of design details, of work flow, or organizational identity. Across an entire floorplate, merge places to work with human interaction.

Connection: Among people and their technology. Connect the talent in your organization with technological savvy and organizational performance.
Wood low credenza case/top/front and peninsula surface in Natural Maple veneer. Universal leg support in Graphite/Metallic Silver. Surface support in Metallic Silver. Tackboard and cushion top in Clare/Raven. Eames® Aluminum Group chairs base/frame in Polished Aluminum and seat/back in Cygnus™/Black.
Combine and re-use these elements to surround people and their technology with structure, surface, storage, and support.

A holistic perspective on workspace in a single kit of parts.
Technology
Technology and the mobility it allows are givens. The elements of Canvas accommodate and support technology now; the design of Canvas provides for the changes you know are just around the corner.

Wall-based
Modular power and data cables can be routed horizontally and accessed every 11 inches of frame height. Lay-in of cabling in the top channel and base of frames streamlines installation and reconfiguration.

Beam-based
Power and data cables are routed through separate channels in the beam’s smart core. Easy access to outlets and plenty of cord storage within the concealed power/data trough provide added convenience.
Materials

Versatile Canvas materials combine harmoniously to quietly complement an organization’s architecture and brand. Choose your finish, add dimension with accent colors, and complete the space with glass, laminate, veneer, and textile options.

Visit hermanmiller.com/materials to see our complete textile offering.

Samples are representative of the material to be supplied and may not indicate an exact match; some variation may occur.

Canvas Office Landscape is available in a number of textiles.

For more information about our products and services or to see a list of dealers, please visit us at hermanmiller.com or call (800) 851 1196.
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Open-ended development ensures future relevance. Canvas is the work of a group of contributing designers, whose research and work continue. Canvas fits squarely into Herman Miller’s commitment to change with grace as our customers move to prepare for future realities.
**Design for the Environment:**

**Wall-based**
- 69 percent recyclable and manufactured using 54 percent recycled content
- GREENGUARD® certified
- level™ 1 certified

**Private Office**
- 13 percent recyclable and manufactured using 67 percent recycled content
- Made of 100 percent reclaimed wood; while not technically recyclable, wood can be cycled back to the natural environment
- MBDC Cradle to Cradle® Silver certified
- GREENGUARD® certified
- level™ 1 certified

**Warranty:** 12-year, 3-shift

**Contributing Designers:**
Jeffrey Bernett
Nicholas Dodziuk
Douglas Ball
Joey Ruiter

**General Dimensions:**

**Wall-based**
- A height: 35, 42, 46, 57, 68, 79 inches; stackable to 90 inches
- B width: 24, 30, 36, 42, 48 inches
- C depth: 3 inches

**Private Office**
- A height: 28.5 inches
- B width: 36–96 inches
- C depth: 24, 30, or 36 inches

**Beam-based**
- A height: 28.5 inches
- B width: up to 24 feet
- C depth: 60 or 72 inches

**CANVAS OFFICE LANDSCAPE**  hermanmiller.com/canvas-office-landscape

- A holistic perspective that brings choice, harmony, and connection to organizations and their workspaces.
- A straightforward, comprehensive set of elements that create complete, scalable, and beautiful office landscapes.
- Versatile materials that combine to create aesthetic and functional harmony across an entire floorplate.

* statement of line elements can be found inside.